C reative people are driven by factors of validation and a sense of acknowledgment.That does not mean they need a third party to do the acknowledging. Often it can be a dialogue only between the designer and the creation, but this needs to be a loop of personal satisfaction to the tune of: "I came, I Designed, You Exist." The bigger the loop and the more people that enter into it, the more energy a creative person is usually rewarded with.
What separates creative people from merely effervescent people is that they have to do something -they actually have to bring into existence what did not exist before. To them, creativity is not just an intellectual exercise, it's a process that ends as some sort of tangible product, whether it's writing, a piece of artwork, an object, or a statement -something that they can go back and refer to.
Creative people are "doers" I can remember when I attended art class in college we would argue for a whole session over ''What is Art?'' Someone suggested,"It's something you do and not something you just talk about." I agree completely.
Since art and design are about actually making something, I work at developing my own theories on how this "making" relates to the world around us … how to get particular aspects of life to come together in a more succinct manner, to design their relationship -that is what design skills enable. And I
